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A Hard Fact To Swallow

No wonder male barn swallows are on edge.

 

Cornell University ornithologists have discovered that
even after the female barn swallow has made a long
term commitment to a male, the female continues to
look for additional sexual partners.

 

 

And it's not like
personality
counts for much
for the females.
The females
judge potential
significant others
based on the
reddish color of
the males'
breast and belly
feathers.

A faded breast
and the female sneaks out of the nest and secretly
copulates with the better looking male.

"The bad news for male swallows is the mating game
is never over," said Cornell researcher Rebecca
Safran.

Thanks to all of this furtive funny business half of all
male barn swallows typically care for at least one
chick fathered by another bird.

Presumably, darker breast feathers signify a stronger,
healthier, more prestigious barn swallow.

Add it all up and we see the evolutionary advantage
of the mullet.
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Chemicals Don't Hurt People,
People Made out of Chemicals
Hurt People

The American Chemical Council has spent about a
 bazillion dollars to bring us this less than astounding
 message: Chemicals are essential to life.

Chemicals are undoubtedly essential to life because
our bodies are made out of chemicals.

Chemistry is the study of what
substances are, how they behave,
and how they interact. That broad
but accurate definition basically
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About Abram Katz

Can anyone know everything? We
simply don’t know. Maybe
somewhere somebody does.
Certainly none of us does. 

Abram Katz, however, does know
an awful lot. He knows what
"syzygy" means. He also knows
"nosocomial," a few other words,
and what the Milankovitch Cycle
is. 

He’s spent so much work time
talking to Yale professors that the
university should probably award
him with a degree. (A Yale
diploma is nine-tenths of being a
know-it-all. The other one-tenth
is knowing words like syzygy.) 

Katz bases his modest stores of
knowledge on a patchy study of
English, biology, physics,
mathematics, linguistics,
philosophy, art history and other
stuff decades ago at a well-known
Midwestern university. This means
that he is largely an autodidact,
which as the word suggests, is
vaguely like being a pterodactyl. 

Of course, the trick isn’t to "know
it all," but to know what you
don’t know. Or to be able to
figure out what you don’t know,
which is difficult, because you
don’t know it all.



but accurate definition basically
includes everything made out of
matter.

What's that leave out? Gravity,
light, magnetism, the strong and

weak nuclear forces, and, if you really want to stretch
the point, the Higgs field.

Really, what the chemical industry means by
"chemicals" is the set of substances with a high
potential for misuse and harm. For example, methyl
isocynate is an innocent but highly poisonous
chemical that killed tens of thousands of sleeping
people in Bhopal.

Chemicals don't kill people, people made out of
chemicals kill people.

Of course, we'd be nowhere without pesticides,
fungicides, fertilizers, pharmaceuticals, bullet-proof
vests, gasoline, wood preservatives, explosives, paint,
detergents, glass fiber, vinyl siding, chlorine, liquid
absorbing diapers, aluminum foil, plastics, electronics,
food preservatives,  fireproofing, drain cleaners,
buckyballs, synthetic fibers, and frozen dinners.

The problem is that some of these beneficial
chemicals are destructive under certain
circumstances.

So, yes, the chemical industry contributes greatly to
modern life.

If only it hadn't left all those barrels of who-knows-
what, who-knows-where, during all of those years
before there were any stringent environmental laws.

That's when the suspicion started.
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Coming to a Big Skull Near
You

Finally, after a long dreary dry spell, there's some
good news about the state of the human brain.

Our brains are evolving. That's generally a good
thing.

It also seems pretty bizarre the way things have been
going over the past few thousand years. Scientists
are also not sure in what direction brains are
evolving.

Actually, they
aren't sure of
much, except
that two brain
genes seem to
have been
changing rapidly
since humans
stumbled on
agriculture and
written
language.

Howard Hughes Medical Institute researchers at the
University of Chicago found that two "new" versions
of the genes arose about then.

Now here's the puzzling part: one of the genes
is called "microcephalin" and the other is "abnormal



is called "microcephalin" and the other is "abnormal
spindle-like microcephaly." As their names suggest,
mutations in these genes can cause a syndrome in
which the brain develops to a much smaller size than
normal.

Presumably, the unmutated versions of these genes
have something to do with determining the size of
the brain. What is that something?

The internal dimensions of the skull have a lot to do
with the size of the brain, too. That is, cranial volume
is an upper limit. So for brains to get any bigger the
skull is also going to have to do some evolving.

It's happened before, but not in a long time.

The researchers are also careful to point out that
larger doesn't necessarily mean smarter.

The other big question is what is the selective
pressure that is changing the two genes? It's not like
"smarter" people possess some recognizable
advantage. On the contrary, intellect doesn't seem to
count for much these days.

The average American is more likely to be able to
explain football and stock car racing than name a
single philosopher, poet, mathematician, painter,
novelist or scientist.

Maybe humans are bifurcating into two species, a
neo-Neanderthal country-western, Maxim-reading,
SUV-driving big guy, and a book-worm, chess-team,
Mozart-listening, small guy.

Who gets the big brain?
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Tainted By Life, Taunted by
PETA

Who's left for PETA to offend and infuriate?

 

People For the Ethical Treatment of Animals went out
of its way Monday to trample on possibly the most
sensitive nerves of the African-American
community. PETA put up photos on the Green of
blacks being tortured and sold.

PETA also
posted photos of
farm animals
being sold and
killed. 

 PETA asserts
that maltreating
or slaughtering
and eating
animals is the
literal equivalent

of 400 years of African, and African-American 
enslavement, misery, displacement, dehumanization,
and death.

PETA also runs print ads consisting of side-by-side
photos of a crowded chicken coop and dying  humans
packed in a Nazi concentration camp. Chickens?
Humans? What's the difference?



Saccrosanct PETA has no empathy, or even
sympathy, for the millions of dead blacks and Jews.

PETA's severe doctine is that eating or otherwise
harming animals, or making them uncomfortable, is
tantamount to killing your wife, son, father, sister,
grandmother, or next door neighbor.

PETA's absolutist philosophy stops abruptly at the
edge of the plant kingdom. It's OK to grind  wheat,
twist melons off of vines, cut lettuce, fell trees, and
generally cause vegetative mayhem. Presumably,
plants cannot think or feel pain, so it's all right to eat
and otherwise use them.

No sentience, no problem.

But how do we know what's happening in plants?
Plants perform very complex chemistry, bloom in the
morning and fold at night, know when to go dormant,
know how to follow the sun, and know how to defend
themselves. Maybe plants have their own alien and
untouchable memories and feelings.

Plants are "pure" because they live by incorporating
carbon dioxide, water and sunlight. No victims.
Animals live by eating plants and/or other forms of
life that eat plants. We have to. We don't have a
choice.

We are, as a wise person once remarked, "tainted by
life."

All of us, that is, except PETA.

However, eliminate the arbitrary allowance for plants
and you have nothing left to eat. (Well, maybe
fungi).

Sorry.
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How About Trying Goose
Down?

Now that the Discovery astronauts are home safe and
sound it's time for a few rhetorical questions about
NASA, space craft design, and simplicity.

The Discovery flight was exciting because it was a
test of NASA's new technology to prevent thermal
tiles from being damaged by pieces of plastic
foam shed by the 530,000-gallon central fuel tank
containing liquid oxygen and hydrogen.

Maybe "exciting"
isn't the right
word. Vicariously
terrifying, then.
Especially when
cameras showed
plastic foam
breaking off of
the huge fuel
tank and an
astronaut had to
pick pieces of
protruding
textile from
between tiles
under the
shuttle's nose.



shuttle's nose.

Anyway, the
foam problem obviously has not been solved.

Here's an idea: Instead of coating the 15-story-high
tank with foam, why not line the tank with foam?

Putting the foam on the inside would provide the
same insulation to prevent ice from building up on
the tank.  Immersion in liquid oxygen or hydrogen
would certainly solidify the foam. And large, light,
simple screens could catch any that breaks loose.

The whole tank might have to be a bit larger, but it
certainly would be simpler.
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It's Like That Ape Can Tell
What I'm Thinking

Thinking about brains is making the brain cells of
certain ethicists not work so well.

 

The concern is that if human brain cells are placed in
primate brains (to see if the cells can treat or cure
neurological diseases), that the apes might assume
human-like intelligence.

 

Either the
bioethicists at
Johns Hopkins
are repeating
weird nonsense
from religious
extremists, or
they want to
place an
obstacle before
brain research.

The issue
demonstrates
the gulf
between what
we know about
brains and
what we think
we know.
Practically,
scientists have
very little

knowledge on how a brain functions. They know
that various parts of the human brain are
metabolically active when subjects are given different
tasks, or asked to look at horrific videos, play games,
listen to music, or watch tapes with sexual content.

Human brains contain about 100 billion neurons --
think about that number for a moment -- and each
neuron may be linked to several others. The number
of different possible connections might as well be
infinite.

Chimpanzees have smaller but equally complex
brains. They can learn and remember, have
emotions, and sometimes like to play. They can solve
problems. We haven't an inkling of what chimpanzees



problems. We haven't an inkling of what chimpanzees
think about.

Whatever goes in in the human or ape skull is too
complicated for even the smartest scientists to figure
out. It seems clear that the brain is not divided into
functional sections to handle vocalization, cognition,
emotion, and concetration.

A chimp brain undoubtedly uses many different parts
of its brain simultaneously, the way humans do.
Cognitive job centers may be dynamic, shifting from
one spot to another. At the very least thought must
depend on a biological form of parallel processing.
"Listening" isn't happening in a section, it must be
a function of the whole brain.

So the idea that putting a few human brain cells in a
chimpanzee's brain could transform the animal's
thinking is more than a little ludicrous. You might say
it's bananas.

 

 Like the chimp is going to start complaining about
the weather, watching INXS pick a new lead singer on
TV, shopping for a new 4-ton SUV, or coaching Little
League.

Our brain cells might go ape and help the chimp
brain repair itself. If that works, then humans with
Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's, ALS, and dozens of
other disorders, might benefit from human brain
cells, or stem cells.

Moreover, we like to think that our experience of the
world is far superior to that of apes. But chimpanzees
and people share more than 99 percent of the same
genes, so don't be so sure.

Who would benefit more from which cells is not
crystal clear.

Apes cannot speak, but then again, apes are not
outing CIA agents, working at the Competitive
Enterprise Institute, or setting our fiscal, foreign, or
energy polices.
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What's the Best Way To Stop
Terrorism?

The sickening terrorist attack on British civilians
Thursday should give us an insight into the corrupt
mindset of the people who comit atrocities like this.

The United States has immense, but finite, resources
to spend on counter-terrorism. And so far our
strategy seems muddy.

 



From the  attack on the U.S.S. Cole, the destruction
of U.S. embassies in Africa, the gruesome bombings
of Spanish commuter trains, and the unspeakable
horror of 9/11,  one morbid standard is clear.

 

All that  terrorists need to create mass casualties and
mayhem is conventional explosives.

 

Timothy McVeigh, using American know-how, a
diseased brain, a ton of fertilizer and some fuel oil,
blew up the federal building in Oklahoma City. The
embassies, and other massacres, were accomplished
with car bombs, truck bombs, and human bombs.

 

The scum who attacked the World Trade Center with
loaded jumbo jets first tried unsuccessfully to
demolish one of the buildings with a very large truck
bomb. It did not topple the skyscraper, but the blast
caused enormous damage.

The only way they could do it was by
using thousands of pounds of flammable jet fuel.
Airtight airport and airplane security should now be
able to block that kind of mortal depravity.

If the U.S. is going to prevent terrorist attacks, it
should concentrate on detecting conventional
explosives. They are much less expensive and easier
to use than anthrax spores, or radiological weapons,
or nerve gas.

 

Monitoring container ships, and securing chemical
plants, and nuclear power plants certainly makes
sense. But are these the most effective uses of
resources?

 

Why would a terrorist find the right kind of chemical
plant, wait until the wind was high enough and
blowing in the right direction, at the right time of day,
and detonate a bomb to release a poisonous
industrial gas, when he could use the same bomb in
a crowded place?

Perhaps scientists should be working on a simple,
inexpensive way to scan large areas for TNT or more
modern explosives. This will not an easy task, though
it would neutralize almost all types of weapons.

Dispersing nerve gas, germs, or radioactive waste, or
triggering an atomic bomb, all require conventional
explosives. If authorities can pinpoint explosives, they
could foil all of these gruesome weapons.

 Finding explosives would also lead to the evil-doers
who use them.

 

If this could be done using satellites, so much the
better.

 

There must be a way to do this. 

 

Or we must to find a way -- and soon.
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Chewing the Fat With A
Macaque

"Jaw music" is more than old gangster movie lingo for
talking. It's apparently an accurate description of how
speech evolved.

Researchers at Columbia University and McGill
University find that macaque monkeys have a brain
center that corresponds neurologically to our
language area.

However, the moneky's "language" region controls the
animal's jaw movement.

This casts a new
light on the
evolution of
speech.
Language arose
as a byproduct
of millions of
years of primate
development. So
it would seem
that early
hominids started
talking in the
course of

chomping on whatever it was they ate.

It would really be surprising if the monkeys have
centers for reading and penmanship, too.
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